
‘Heuristic analysis’ means that we each sat down and moved through key user tasks of 
the existing system and compared its functionality against pre-existing usability metrics. 
Our results are aggregated below. 
 
Problems with current UI 
  
Header 
  
1)   ‘Feedback’ button and message icon—does not describe what is actually happening. 
2)   Questions around functionality of Night View—inconsistent color change. 
3)   Maximize view unnecessary 
4)   Do we need to ‘switch agency’ button? 
  
Home Page 
  
1)   Messages: is it necessary? Does it do anything other than indicate when a group has been 
created? Move to notifications? Do user need to see this? Are there even groups anymore?  
 
2) Periwinkle box is unfortunate.  

a) Weird wording: Get!, Reset.  
b) Don’t need hintsp 
c) Switch to list mode...does it need to be here 
d) Position of box 
e) Verbiage and visibility of retrieving hidden lists 

 
3) Content Block Structure 

a) Overall hierarchy and layout 
b) Rearrange mechanism is unclear and redundant 
c) Help button is weirdly spaced 
d) Hide me button has inadequate feedback 
e) Is refresh necessary in box? 
f) Printing function is too prevalent? 
g) Is preferences drop down relevant?  
h) Do we need UI preferences for each? Min & max views by other mechanism. 
i) Preferences > Additional Options. Why? 

 
Briefing Details Modal  
 
1) Document Details Tab > Nav with icons 

a) “Lock for edit” process is unclear. 
i) Once this is clicked, the verbiage changes to “lock,” and the “comment” and 

“change” icons in the nav disappear.  



ii) Difficult to unlock the brief item once user has locked it and left the modal without 
saving. The following message appears: “This item is locked and cannot be 
edited or commented on until it is unlocked by Prime User.”  

iii) The only way to unlock the item is by looking up the locked brief item under their 
“my draft” and save/submit the brief item again.  

b) “Copy to New” button opens up a modal called “Create new Briefing.” It gives user an 
option of create an new eForm or eBriefing with the existing information.  

i) Verbiage is a little confusing. 
ii) Basically, just allows user to duplicate that brief and make additional edits as 

necessary.  
c) “Comment” button opens up a modal called “Comment or Resolution.”  

i) Unclear why there is both a start and end date (why not just one date).  
ii) Verbiage is unclear: “comment” instead of “submit comment” or something more 

direct.  
iii) Clicking “resolve” will remove that briefing item from the page.  

d) “Save to Clipboard” button creates pop-up “Document saved to clipboard.” It’s unclear 
where this clipboard is and how you can use this in a helpful way.  

e) “Change” button function is unclear from just the icon. It will actually let you update the 
doc type to something else, and move the brief item under a different doc type.  

 
2) Document Details Tab Content 

a) “Document detail” tab, when selected, is gray while the remainder of the page is light 
blue.  

b) Clicking on the hyperlink of the “creator” or the envelope icon leads to an email template 
opening up. Is this used often?  

c) Overall low “glanceability.” E.g. For  “Action: HouseWatch” the color and size of “Action” 
and “HouseWatch” is the same. Hard to scan what items were selected specifically for 
this case by the user. 

d) Gray box color and light blue color of the background are similar. Bleeds together, hard 
to distinguish border.  

 
3) View History Tab 

a) How essential/necessary is the toggle for “Only show view history for Test City” and 
“Show ALL view history. 

b) You can sort the list by “ascending” or “descending” criteria, but this is not discoverable 
until you click the hyperlinks for “user,” “agency,” “view type,” “last viewed on.”  

c) Unclear why the a single number is listed at the top and bottom of the table. Possibly the 
number of pages within the modal?  

d) The purpose and meaning of “View Type” column. 
 
4) Change History Tab 

a) No notable difficulties.  
 



  



Admin Tabs 
 

1. Agency Settings  
Initial info at top left, explains to the user what to do but in an unassuming place, needs to be 
more central or not at all. 
Briefing Type List  

16 Rows displays on top left, isn’t needed, does not add any meaning 
Headers, sortable by each header in the table but has no visibility of this, just name with 

line underneath  
In Use Tab not very clear, verbiage might need to change 
Default Exp. Hours not clear, verbiage change, possibly labeled numbers instead of just 

numbers. 
Default Share With displays who you have selected but then displays below once 

revealed, ‘?’ on the right side does nothing, highlights but nothing happens.  
Select All/Unselect All there is no feedback when clicked  

 
Shift List 

6 Rows displays on top left, isnt needed  
Add New Shift inconsistent, all others are “Add New”  
Modal really simple, just 3 fields, could be broken down better though. 
Add New Area inconsistent, all others are “Add New” 
These two fields are aligned vertically for no reason, these could be side by side to save 

room.  
Update Preferences position is off, discoverability is very low, I found myself searching 

for it at the bottom right or top right of page. No feedback when clicked, just refreshes the page.  
 
Edit Field  

1. Default Share With displays who you have selected but then displays below once 
revealed, ‘?’ on the right side does nothing, highlights but nothing happens.  

2. Select All/Unselect All there is no feedback when clicked  
 
 

2. System Admin 
New Cache Utilities all drop down works, field spacing is correct and buttons all work, 

unsure what Results are, I can not get any of these to display  
View Data will query the system but comes back NULL  
View DirtyBit queries the system but comes back FALSE  

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
My Drafts 
 

1) All of the dates everyone in the summary block: what information could more useful for 
scanning and finding drafts of interest? 

2) User info in summary block: necessary? All of the drafts belong to the user.  
3) The doc and user fields are hyperlinked in summary block as though you can sort by 

those terms, but the link simply opens the entry. 
 
Latest Briefings  
 

1) What do the colors mean? Yellow and Orange and summary blocks appear in the list.  
2) What info should appear in the summary box? Not clear which info is being pulled from 

the larger listing and why.  
3) Do we need to know that there are 0 pictures attached?  


